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Wrap tape snugly (not tightly) around your head 
just above your eyes and ears.  This is the largest 
circumference point.  Since every head shape is 
unique, consider the following variables.

If you are in-between two sizes, pick the smaller.
If you have a very round face, pick one size larger.
If you have narrow or full cheeks, call for adjusted
cheek pad size.   Your comfort is guaranteed.
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THIS IS YOUR SIZE

Motorcycle Helmet Measuring Tape and Fitting Guide
Print this page (*see notes at bottom of page) and cut along the edges of the measuring tape (dashed lines).  This will produce three pieces to be taped end to end.  
Overlap letters [A with A] & [B with B].   Tape the pieces together.  Your measuring tape should look like this:

Follow the directions in the green box.   
Your head size is the point where the arrow touches the number.

A
Use this measuring tape to determine your Wiki
helmet size.  The tape should be placed snugly
around your head just above your eyes and ears,
which is the largest circumference point and the

best measurement to use.  However, every head 
shape is different, and so actual fitment of helmet 
is necessary to determine final proper fit.  If you
are between two sizes, pick the larger.
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*Printing notes:
 It is important to print this page to scale (correct size) so it measures accurately.
 1.   Click on “File”
 2.  Click on “Print”
 3.  Make sure “Print Scaling” is set to “None” 

                              Wiki Helmets 

Size   Inch Around  Hat Size   cm      
X-Small   21   6-5/8 - 6-3/4  53 - 54 
Small   21-5/8   6-7/8 - 7   55 - 56 
Medium   22-1/2   7-1/8 - 7-1/4  57 - 58 
Large   23-1/8   7-3/8 - 7-1/2  59 - 60 
X-Large   24   7-5/8 - 7-3/4  61 - 62 
XX-Large   24- 7/8  7-7/8 - 8   63 - 64 
XXX-Large  25-3/4   8-1/4 - 8-1/2  65 - 66


